
The Man Decree Chapter 763 ( The Man like 

none Other chapter 763 ) 
In the end, the infinite lethal intent condensed into magecraft chains. The chains were as 

strong as steel, translucent and colorless, rendering them indestructible. 

This time, Curtis generated more than a dozen Dragon Restraining Shackles, winding around 

Kai tightly that the latter was immobilized. 

Meanwhile, the sinister spirits all streaked toward him at Curtis’ command. 

 

The dozen of them charged toward Kai with teeth bared and hands outstretched, looking 

exceedingly ghastly. 

Restrained by the rope, Kai merely twisted his body slightly at the sight of the approaching 

sinister spirits, but he didn’t manage to escape his bonds. 

As Curtis watched the sinister spirits drawing ever closer to the man, he wore an expression 

of utter triumph. 

However, he failed to notice that Kai wasn’t the least bit panicked by the approaching 

sinister spirits despite being bound. Instead, the corners of the latter’s mouth turned up a 

fraction. 

The sinister spirits let out horrifying shrieks that were deafening before penetrating Kai’s 

body right away. As soon as they came into contact with his body, it would flash with a ray 

of golden light. Then, they would disappear without a trace. 

In no time, all the dozen of sinister spirits had vanished. Surprisingly, Kai, who was bound by 

the Dragon Restraining Shackles, remained standing there without a single scratch. 

Right that instant, the sinister spirits had all entered his body. His Focus Technique whirred 

at lightning speed and absorbed them into his elixir field relentlessly. The sinister spirits 

screamed in horror and struggled desperately to break free but to no avail. 

The Focus Technique turned them all into spiritual energy and stored it in his elixir field. 



“What’s happening here?” 

At that turn of events, Curtis’ heart jolted. 

He discerned that the golden light from Kai contained intense energy. It was as though the 

latter had a massive arcane array within him. 

“Don’t tell me he’s a Master in spiritual arts as well?” 

Verily, he couldn’t quite believe that. It’d be mind-boggling if he’s also a Master in spiritual 

arts. After all, he’s about the same age as me! 

It was a fact that the cultivation of spiritual arts was far more difficult compared to martial 

arts. Besides, the most important thing in its cultivation was the talent to comprehend the 

mysteries of heaven and earth as well as the essence of spiritual arts itself. 

Kai’s capabilities clearly placed him as a Senior Grandmaster in martial arts. It wasn’t easy for 

him to attain the Senior Grandmaster rank at such a tender age, so it would be really scary if 

he were also a Master in spiritual arts at the same time. 

Only the cream of the crop could cultivate both spiritual and martial arts, and that person 

was undoubtedly one in a million. 

At that very moment, Curtis’ expression turned increasingly grimmer. However, he didn’t 

retreat but chanted something or other. At once, the dozen of Dragon Restraining Shackles 

started tightening rapidly. 

The dozen Dragon Restraining Shackles filled with murderous intent bound Kai tightly as 

Curtis persistently launched his attacks. The lethal intent that continued wafting up from 

underground kept condensing, making the Dragon Restraining Shackles all the thicker. 

At the sight of Kai immobilized then, a confident smile bloomed on Curtis’ face. 

Soon, however, the smug smile on his face froze. Subsequently, he gaped at Kai with eyes as 

wide as saucers. 

A golden light started emanating from Kai’s body once more. On the heels of that, the 

Dragon Restraining Shackles condensed with lethal intent turned into vapor under the 

illumination of the golden light, absorbed into his body. 



The lethal intent was quite a precious resource for his cultivation. While absorbing it was 

already a mere drop in the bucket and wouldn’t be of much help to him, considering his 

current capabilities, it was still something. As such, he naturally wouldn’t waste it. 

“Demonic Cultivation! You’re a Demonic Cultivator!” 

Realization promptly dawned upon Curtis at that very moment. Not only is lethal intent 

unable to hurt him, but he even absorbed the Dragon Restraining Shackles from condensed 

lethal intent into his body. Only Demonic Cultivators can absorb negative energy and use 

lethal intent for cultivation! 

 


